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Hard Case Pro™ Flashlights
HARD CASE PRO™ 2AA SWIVEL LIGHT
Durable, impact resistant ABS plastic frames with steel
sides, shock absorbing rubber overmolds and shatterproof
lenses create tool-quality lights. The Energizer Hard Case
Professional LED Swivel Light has 4 light modes, making it
adaptable to almost any situation - bright spot, low spot for
extended battery life, red LED for night vision, green LED for
inspection work. Plus the swivel head and hands-free operation
let you put light where you need it. Durable: •Survives a
6 meter drop •Weatherproof and water resistant Flexible:
•Head rotates 125° for light where you need it Hands Free:
•Sturdy clip attaches to belt or strap •Flat base stands on
surface •Includes two “AA” batteries
Part No. TUFSW21PE.
Operates in 4 different light modes:
■Hi White spot
■Lo White spot
■Red night-vision
■Green inspection

HARD CASE PRO™ 4AA FLASHLIGHT
Ideally suited for mid-sized jobs in smaller areas, the
Energizer® Hard Case Professional® LED Project Light is easy
to hold and pack up. Its bright white spot puts light where you
need it most and the shatterproof lens shelters the LEDs.
Made from impact resistant ABS plastic with steel sides and a
shock absorbing rubber overmold, the light survives a 2-meter
drop. It is water resistant, making it ideal for many outdoor
applications. Finally, an impressive 23-hour run time keeps cost
of ownership low. Dimensions (mm): 225 x 76. Includes four
“AA” batteries.
Part No. TUF4AAPE.
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HARD CASE® PROFESSIONAL PIVOTPLUS LED
FLASHLIGHT
•Custom designed optics deliver a wide a wide, intense beam
•Head pivots 175° to aim light where it’s
needed •Versatile design features
a magnetic base and compact
body •Tool-quality construction
and advanced LED technology
•Exceptionally durable and
weather-resistant (IPX4)
•Survives drops up to
7 meters and features a
shatterproof lens •Includes
(2) AA Energizer® MAX®
batteries
Part No. HCSW21E.

Light
Run
Beam
Impact
Output Time
Distance Resistant
250
4
hours
High lumens 45 min. 125 metres
7 metres
75
Low lumens
25 hours
N/A
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2m

4 White LED
provides 35
lumens of light –
Tight white spot

Survives
a 2-metre
drop

HARD CASE PRO™ PROFESSIONAL LED
HEADLIGHT
The Toughest Flashlight You’ll Ever Need™. The Energizer®
Hard Case Professional® LED Headlight is built to take tough
conditions on the job while providing a dependable hands-free
lighting solution. Three lighting modes are controlled by two
easy to operate push button switches. The light pivots to
direct the beam where you need it; and the
comfortable, adjustable head band stays
where you put it, whether on your head
or on a hard hat. Survives 7-meter
drop. Includes three “AA” batteries.
Part No. TUFHD31PE.

Weatherproof
3 modes – spot, flood and full power
•Flip up lens diffuses spot to area light

HARD CASE® PROFESSIONAL PROJECTPLUS
LIGHT
•Designed to last 25 years, backed by a full lifetime guarantee
•Smart Dimming technology for full control of brightness
and run time •Tool-quality construction and advanced LED
technology •Exceptionally durable
and weather resistant •Survives
drops up to 7 metres and features a
shatterproof lens •Includes (2) AA
Energizer® MAX® batteries
Part No. HCHH41E.

NEW

HARD CASE® PROFESSIONAL MULTI-USE LED
FLASHLIGH
•Designed with both emergency responders and everyday
users in mind •Durable construction lets you use this light
anywhere •Runs on only one AA alkaline battery, this multi-use
light has a 75 Lumen output and an impressive runtime of six
hours! It burns brighter and longer - making it one of the best
tools to have with you.
•Features multiple hands-free
options. You can attach this
light to practically any surface
with the included magnets,
the included pivoting clip, or
wear it around your neck with
the lanyard! •Includes (1) AA
Energizer® MAX® batteries
Part No. HCMU11.

NEW
Light
Run
Beam
Impact
Water
Output Time
Distance Resistant Resistant
300 5.5 hours 100 metres
High lumens
7 metres
IPX4
30
Low lumens
30 hours
N/A

Light
Run
Beam
Impact
Water
Output Time
Distance Resistant Resistant
400 11 hours 125 metres
High lumens
7 metres
IPX4
40
Low lumens
50 hours
N/A

Light
Run
Beam
Impact
Water
Output Time
Distance Resistant Resistant
75
IPX4
lumens 6 hours 30 metres 7 metres

Miscellaneous Flashlights
INDUSTRIAL VISION HD+ FOCUS LED
HEADLIGHT
•Three light modes: white spot light, white flood light, and red
for night vision •Digital focus and memory recall •Powerful
beam. Up to 4x brighter than
standard LED technology.
•Water resistant and drop
tested to stand up in harsh
conditions •Silicone beading on
strap for added grip •Provides
6 hours or 50 hours (low)
run time •Includes (3) AAA
Energizer® MAX® batteries
Part No. HDDIN32E.

COMPACT LED FLASHLIGHT
•Compact LED pocket flashlight provides 60 hours
of 8 lumens of bright white LED light •LED bulb
never needs replacing •Light includes easy on/
off slide switch •Small, portable and lightweight
flashlight is particularly useful in shining light to
small and narrow areas that regular flashlights
can’t reach •Assorted colors: Red or blue
•Includes (3) AAA Energizer® MAX® batteries
Part No. ENL33AE.

ECONOMY LED FLASHLIGHT
•This LED economy flashlight is plastic D size light with durable sliding
switch •It uses 1 D size battery, not included •Bulk pack •Assorted colors:
Red, blue, green, orange
Part No. EVEL15BP.

ECONOMY LED FLASHLIGHT
•Long-lasting, bright-white LED •Wide diameter
illuminates large area •Ribbed texture for nonslip
grip •Contour slide switch for easy on and off
•Durable, polypropylene casing for long-lasting use
•60 hours of run time •Assorted colors: Red or blue
•Includes (1) Eveready super heavy-duty D battery
Part No. EVEL15HS.

NEW

Light
Run
Beam
Impact
Water
Output Time
Distance Resistant Resistant
250
IPX4
lumens 6 hours 80 metres 1 metres

I50

Light
Run
Output Time
8
lumens 60 hours

Light
Run
Impact
Output Time Resistant
25
lumens 60 hours 1 metres

Clearly Canadian!

